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Where is Dezful?

Dezful, Iran Brick Museum

Iran

Kashan
Low-key town with exquisite old mansions (p146)

Choqa Zanbil
Incredible 3000-year-old ziggurat (p138)

Esfahan
Majestic Safavid capital – a must-see (p153)

Yazd
Desert city with romantic traditional hotels (p175)

Shiraz
The heartland of Persian culture (p187)

Persepolis
Ruined but still glorious Achaemenid capital (p198)

Takht-e Soleiman
Lonely, windswept Zoroastrian temple complex (p118)

Tabriz
World Heritage-listed bazaar (p84)

Masuleh
Most accessible of Iran’s stepped villages (p106)
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Introducing Dezful

Dezful is a city in the southwest of Iran and its the 31st largest city in the country.

This city with an area of nearly 4,762 square kilometers is located along the Dez River and in the plains of Khuzestan province.

Dezful Population according to the 2014 Census of Iran Statistics Center is 450 thousand people.

The city is 143 meters above sea level and from northern cities of Khuzestan province. Dezful is of great importance for the passage of the Dez River from this city and its historical background.
Dezful has a Mediterranean winter and autumn, and its lush greenery is very pleasant from the end of the winter to the spring.

The city is welcomed by many tourists throughout the year, especially in the days of Nowruz, with its beautiful hillside, mountainous and mountainous ecosystem.

Dezful is one of the cities that played a large part in the victory of the Islamic Revolution of Iran.

Dezful was also frequently hit by Iraqi missiles during the Iraqi-imposed Iraq war against Iran. Resistance of the people of this city caused Dezful in this period to become the city of endurance and the capital of the Resistance of Iran.

Distance Dezful to major tourist destinations (km):

- Dezful to Tehran 720
- Dezful to Ahvaz 150
- Dezful to Shush 35
- Dezful to Shushtar 65
- Dezful to Kermanshah 350
- Dezful to Isfahan 570
- Dezful to Shiraz 640
- Dezful to Kashan 555
- Dezful to Tabriz 1000
- Dezful to Yazd 900
Historic attractions

The city of Dezful has dozens of historical works, the most important is the old bridge of Dezful.

The old bridge of Dezful has passed since more than 1700 years, and is still the oldest bridge in the world that still maintains its magnificence and survives.

The bridge has been registered on the National Iranian Book List.
The old market

The old fashioned Dezful market was once the most important Dezful service center in the neighborhood of Qala’e, and as the travel logs say, the market has been the field in which all trades were carried out.

The four parallel rows form the old Dezful market, each of which has been special;

- The ironmonger market
- Market you
- Retailers market
- Kartar market
- Gold market

Types of handicrafts such as sculptures (including the construction of geranium and hookahs, etc.), carp and weft, weaving, wrapping, straw and felted beads are in the old market of Dezful.
Dezful historical houses

Dezful is the home of old houses and is one of the capitals of architecture and glory of Iranian-Islamic art. Architecture in Dezful introduces Adam with a world of elegance and beauty that maybe like there is less in this place. The historic fabric of Dezful, which is a cross between the culture and history of people of this ancient age, consists of 28 old and interconnected neighborhoods, with its unique architectural decoration, known as Dezful as the "brick city." In the historic area of Dezful, an area of 270 hectares, there are more than 100 national monuments including mosques, baths, passages and tombstones.

Tizno Historic House in Dezful

Dezful, the city of historic houses
Museum of Anthropology

One of the most sophisticated tourist attractions in Dezful is the Museum of Anthropology. The historic bathtub of Dezful (Anthropology Museum) is numbered 8477 in the National Iranian Art Series, and is one of the architectural monuments of the Qajar period in Dezful, located in the center of the Cranny neighborhood. With a total area of about 880 square meters, the building has two parts: feminine and masculine.

The masculine part has been restored and turned into an anthropological museum, and the women's department has recently occupied the beautiful Dezful crafts and has turned into the Museum of Handicrafts in addition to the Museum of Anthropology.
Castle of Amir Bahman Khan Samsam

The castle of Amir Bahman Khan Samsam is located 23 km from Dezful city and close to the village of Ali Shaleghi. In the past, he belonged to a person named Amir Bahman Khan Samsam. Around the castle was a garden in the past and behind the fortress of Samson Khan's personal landing gear. The building is in two floors, brick and grave of Iranian architectural designs and especially the brickwork of Dezful. The beautiful use of Fries, Half Pillars, Roman Temples and three parts have given a special effect to this castle. Now surrounding the beautiful castle is surrounded by farmland.

Due to its architectural values and historical identity, the work has been registered on the 29169 National Series.
Qomesh

Qomesh (qanat) means the caries and duct of underground water dating back several years to Dezful and have been used for the use of the river in the past. In Khuzestan, especially in the city of Dezful, due to the presence of surface water and the flow of the Dez River, this technology of localization and river water became the substitution of groundwater.
natural attractions
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natural attractions

The Dez River is the third most popular river in the country and one of the most valuable natural attractions in the country. This beautiful river passes through the city center of Dezful and creates beautiful and eye-catching landscapes on this passage. It is a dream come true, and the sunset and joining of the heaven for centuries is the most beautiful and most amazing natural scenery in Iran.

A magnificent view that should not be lost in Dezful and is one of the attractions that every human being must have seen before death. In addition to all the charm that the river crosses from the city of Dezful, monuments, monuments, And ... Sunrise, especially in the north and south of the Dez River, creates beautiful scenery and, for the best moments, to record wonderful photos of the visitor alongside the Sasanian bridge in Dezful.
Shewi waterfall

Shewi waterfall is located in the north of the city with a height of 85 meters and a width of 70 meters and is located between the mountains of the SALON and ESFANDIARY. The waterfall is considered to be the largest waterfall in the Middle East, and is considered one of the most beautiful waterfalls in Iran. Shewi Dezful Waterfall was selected as the thirty-fifth natural, national and first national work of Khuzestan by the Cabinet in 2014. Dezful Nature Reserve is one of the most valuable attractions of the city of Dezful. The beautiful nature of the northern part of the city of Dezful has led many climbing groups from all over the country to travel to this city to see these magnanimous mountaineers.
Chal Kandi

Chal Kandi is the name of the valley where the water flows out of the Dez Dam. To go to this place you should board the government park. Due to its high depth of water and high walls on both sides of the valley, this valley has cool, airy and relaxing atmosphere in summer. There are limited passages in this place, it is possible to get out of the boat and rest for some time in that place and use a relaxing atmosphere.
Lake Shahiyon

Lake Shahiyon is one of the most important tourist attractions in Dezful, which is adjacent to the village of Pamenar. The size of the lake is different in conditions of high water and dehydration, and in general it is about 6000 hectares. This lake is a great place for boating and other water sports. In the center of this lake is a beautiful island, which is a good place to camp. The boatmen of this village show you the place of the lake, and if you want to camp on the island, tomorrow they will follow you.
Sufi Ahmad

Sufi Ahmad is one of the most beautiful and natural places in the north of Dezful city, located in the Shahiyoun district. The region remains intact due to its unique geographic location. Among this mountainous region is the monument of Hazrat Sufi Ahmed, who is the ambassador of Imam Reza (peace be upon him).

The Grove of Abbas Abad

Abbas Abad is part of the Dez National Forest, located south of the city of Dezful and next to the village of the same name. Dez forests are the last surviving forests of subtrropical regions. Abbas Abad groves are widespread and beautiful along the Dez River and its distance to the city is about 10 km. Due to the type of tree cover, the city of Dezful is usually green all year round, but in this beautiful grove, the trees have changed in different seasons, and it can be touched by beautiful autumn and other seasons.
Dezful has dozens of tourist villages around it, each one with unique attractions. Here we introduce two of them.

**Pamenar village**

If you've seen the game of the throne, you're sure to know about The Wall! Do not be surprised if I say that there is a wall in Iran in the same way, not a wall of ice, but a stone wall. To see The wall, just go to the wonderful Pamenar Village in the Dezful Shahyoun area! Pamenar Village is a great place for many tourists, with its very simple and warm people, the favorable climate in spring and its amazing nature.
Lyos village

The village of Lyos is located 73 km north of Dezful city in the Sardasht district. Despite the passing of many years of life in this historic village, in its ancient context, we still see the way of livelihood, culture and traditions, dialects, customs, and the establishment of various ceremonies in a completely traditional way.

In addition to the historic beauty of the houses, this village has natural attractions such as mountains, beautiful meadows, fruit gardens, riverside, waterfalls, and other attractions.
Religious Attractions
Religious attractions

Tomb Jacob Laith Safari

"Jacob Laith Safari" is the founder of the Safari dynasty, the first Iranian martyr to declare Persian for the first time 200 years after the arrival of Islam into Iran again as the official language of Iran. Since then no one was allowed to speak in a language other than Persian. He also made great efforts to liberate parts of Iran from the Abbasid caliph, and eventually died in the city of Jeddah Shapur, Dezful, in 165 AH. Now the Tomb of Jacob Laith Safari is a four-arched manhole with a conical dome located in the village of Islamabad on a 12 km road from Dezful to Shushtar, near the Jundishapur ancient site.
Tomb of Imamzadeh Roodband

"Ali Safavi" is known as "Sultan Ali Shahpash" or "Pir Roodband", grandson of "Sheikh Safiuddin Ardebili" and grandfather of "Shah Isma'il Safavid", who has traveled to Dezful in the past and, by doing creams, invites the people of Dezful to the Shi'ism. has done. Today his grave has become one of Dezful's pilgrimage sites.
Green shrine

"Seyyed Mohammad Sabz Ghaba" is a descendant of "Imam Musa ibn Jafar" whose tomb is located in downtown Dezful. The principle of the monument of the green tomb belongs to the Timurid and Seljuk periods, which have been changed and developed in the modern era, and a beautiful dome has been made for it.

Monastery of King Roknoddin in Dezful

The Monastery of King Roknoddin is located in the eastern part of Dezful. This monument is made up of shrine, porches and two story buildings. In the middle of the main building, there is the shrine of Shah Roknoddin. On top of the building, there is a twin Turkish turret dome.
Tomb of Sheikh Isma'il Qassri Dezful

One of the oldest buildings built in Dezful after the Dezful great Mosque was the tomb of Sheikh Isma'il Qassri, which was built in the 6th century AH. Sheikh Isma'il Qassri was the great mystic of the sixth century, the leader of Sheikh Najm al-Din Kobra and the companions and pupils of Sheikh Abu Najib Sohravardi. The grave of this mystic is located in the old market of Dezful.

The great Mosque of Dezful

The first and oldest mosque in Dezful has been located in downtown Dezful, on Imam Khomeini Street. The construction of this mosque, which is in the style of Sassanid architecture, dates back to the third and fourth centuries of AH.
Handicraft
Handicrafts

In this regard, we went to souvenirs and craftsmanship and local foods of Dezful; the city of Dezful is very rich in the field of craftsmanship, and no tourist leaves this city. Dezful is the birthplace of artisans and craftsmen.

Dezful, with its several thousand years history and ancient works, has had over 500 workshops producing 100 types of handicrafts from various periods of history.

Carpet weaving

One of the most beautiful and most famous crafts of Dezful, which today is taught to art-seeking young people in many of the city's workshops, is the Carpo weaving industry. Carpet weaving is actually made of wrapping freshly stems and young palm trees, far away from the stems of Kortk. Artists of this industry, after having produced the goods in this way, are decorating it with all colors of Alwan.
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woodturning

The most important center for producing cuttings throughout the country is Dezful city in Khuzestan province. The industry has a long history in the area. The quality of these products in Dezful has gained world renown, so the producers of wood products in the city have received the UNESCO World Meteorological Certificate.

Wood products are made from wood called "hatch". Products such as decorative pots, decorative hookahs, furniture and other fine art items. To prepare these valuable products, you can also go to the old Dezful market. The works of this city are abundantly found on this market.
Making straw nails

One of Dezfoul's most famous handicrafts and souvenirs is its reed. Years later, calligraphers in the country introduce the best pencil to the penis of Dezful. The only pen that has a color is only a pen that is polished and reactionary, only a rock that does not come from wood, the only one made of compressed yarn fibers, and the only one that does not lose its firmness by absorbing its color. These are all features of the Nazi Dezfoul pen that has come to be known worldwide.

Weaving shoes

Weaving shoes are one of the oldest handicrafts of Pars land (Iran). According to historical documents, the history of this industry dates back to about 1000 years ago. The Gyewah Bay, due to its moderate climate, is cool, light and washable. Designed for the benefit of all these features among villagers and farmers, it has been used from the past to the present day. Bodybuilding is popular in Behbahan and Dasful cities, and is more widely used locally.
Souvenir

Bread local and popular sweets

In Dezful, there are a variety of local sweets that are often referred to as souvenirs from travelers to the city, including sesame bread, halvah (sweet and savory sweetheart, which is delicious), halvah sugar (Halva Shokri) Say) Sesame Rose (Sugarcane) and Peppermint Tablets can be mentioned.

Traditional cookies, local culture

Dezful flakes are divided into two chunks and chunks and cooked in different shapes. In cooking these cookies are flour, oil, dates, cumin, bacon, sugar, milk.

Dezful's local snacks are one of the city's great souvenirs, and tourists traveling to Dezful can get their cookies from their hometown, especially the old market and the main streets of downtown.
Authentic and traditional Dezful foods

Dezful's Traditional Noon Charbi

Ingredients: boneless meat, onions, chopped peas, salt, turmeric, saffron, pepper, can be raisin: Oil.

I gave roasting and added meat and roast. I made turmeric and pepper and I fed water on meat and onion until it washed well. As soon as I was already wet and chopped, I separated it. Then I add the baking to the meat. Finally, I will add salt.

We feed the food in the pan, and we nourish the nourishment, and we feed the meat and we feed it with eating vegetables.

Non-fat is one of the traditional Dezful foods that the bride and groom's family usually take with their guests at noon wedding.
Deepfly Opium

We will add some big onion and we will add turmeric, salt, pepper and pomegranate with taft oil. Add two glasses of water to the onion, and finally add the nose that we have already chopped and add it and let it dry with low heat.

Dolme (grape leaf) This is one of the foods that are integrated with the customs of this city. Dezfol in the old days had many gardens in which all kinds of trees were planted in them, and in the spring, when you take new breeds, the gardeners of the leaves They were arranged and brought to the market, and they made a great deal of boom because they were large enough to be distributed between neighbors and their families.
access routes to Dezful

Tourists who choose Dezful as their destination can arrive in Dezful airport.

Due to the presence of the railway in Andimeshk (6km to Dezful), it is easy to experience an unobtrusive journey through the train railways.

There are also several bus terminals that allow you to travel to Dezful easily. There are airplanes and buses from Dezful to other cities almost 24 hours.
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Dezful tours

General tour:
- old bridge of Dezful (1750 years old)
- amazing underground city of Dezful
- old mills of Dezful / old market of Dezful
- Tisno Historic House / the grand mosque of Dezful
- Museum of Anthropology
- holy shrine of Sabze-qaba / tomb of Rud-band
- Familiarity with customs, culture and people
- and ...

Special tours:
- Mountain biking tour
- Dezful Nomad tour
- Dezful old texture tour
- Dezful Water Sports tour
- Dezful folk dishes tour
- Dezful Religious Buildings tour
- Dezful crafts tour
- Off-roading in the intact nature of dezful
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